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In 2007 PNG Sustainable Development Fund (PNGSDP) used revenues from Ok Tedi to

purchase the Cloudy Bay timber operation for K47 million. It then invested a further K300

million in what was to be a �agship demonstration of sustainable forest management. But

in 2014, the project was abruptly sold for just K40 million.

PNGSDP claims the sale was underpinned by fraud and driven by an unnamed Cloudy Bay

director with undeclared business links to the buyers – and who allegedly further

discounted the amount eventually paid to just K15 million.

PNGi has previously published strong evidence that this ‘Executive X’, is the controversial

accountant, Rex Paki.

The bene�ciaries of the sale were three Australian businessmen. The brothers Mamdouh

and Ibrahim Elomar – who are currently serving prison sentences for attempting to bribe

a government o�cial in Iraq – and Nick Roniotis.

These three men are now involved in a tug-of-war for control of Cloudy Bay Sustainable

Forestry Ltd, which PNGi documents in this special report.

Meanwhile there is no sign of any action by PNG authorities to investigate what PNGSDP

alleges was a corrupt deal.

PNGSDP AND CLOUDY BAY: THE BACKDROP

The Papua New Guinea Sustainable Development Program Limited (PNGSDP) is a not-

for-pro�t company which began operations in 2002.

Former Prime Minister, Mekere Morauta, outlines PNGSDP’s origins, and organisational

mandate, ‘PNGSDP was established by the State of Papua New Guinea, BHP Billiton and

Inmet, the shareholders of Ok Tedi Mining Ltd in 2000, to hold the BHP shareholding

(then 52%) gifted by BHP [This ‘gift’ stemmed from strategic litigation over

environmental damage, initiated by Ok Tedi landowners – PNGi]. The object of PNGSDP

was to invest two-thirds of the future dividend �ows from the shares into a Long Term

Fund to be used after mine closure for sustainable development in Western Province. One-

third of the dividend income was spent on development projects throughout the country,

including Western Province’.

As part of this mandate in 2007 PNGSDP purchased Cloudy Bay Sustainable Forestry Ltd,

which held a timber permit over 149,000 hectares of pristine forest. A further K300

million of PNGSDP funds was then invested in Cloudy Bay Sustainable Forestry over the

next �ve-years.

In an abrupt move during 2014 – labelled a ‘�re sale’ by the then Prime Minister – Cloudy

Bay was sold o� at a fraction of its alleged value to Australian investors for the sum of K40

million. Only K15 million was ever received by PNGSDP.

The 2014 share purchase involved the transfer of 750 shares to Lifese Engineering (PNG)

Ltd, for a stated purchase price of K30 million. Lifese Engineering (PNG) Ltd is a

subsidiary of Australian �rm Lifese Engineering Pty Ltd, a company which is reported to

be owned by brothers, Mamdouh and Ibrahim Elomar. Both men are currently serving

prison sentences in Australia for attempting to bribe a foreign o�cial in Iraq. The 2014

share purchase also involved the transfer of a further 250 shares to OPPA Limited, for a

stated purchase price of K10 million. OPPA Limited is a British Virgin Islands company

alleged to be fully owned by Nick Roniotis – however the Elomar family claim OPPA held

this shareholding on trust for Lifese Engineering (PNG).

Nick Roniotis himself has not been accused of any wrongdoing. Nevertheless, his previous

business partners have been the subject of investigations relating to serious crimes and

business malfeasance. These business partners include the convicted murderer Theo
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Yasause, Gregory John Melides who was labelled an underworld �gure by Queensland’s

Criminal Justice Commission for his alleged role in illegal gambling and political bribery,

the Elomar brothers who are currently serving custodial sentences for foreign bribery

o�ences, and Rex Paki, an accountant and principal of Ram Business Consultant, a �rm

censured in three Commissions of Inquiry and a Public Accounts Committee inquiry into

the Public Curator’s O�ce, while Paki himself was labelled ‘evasive and dishonest’ in

a Supreme Court decision. It is also worth noting Rex Paki was a shareholder and director

of Paga Hill Land Holding Company Limited, a company censured in the Public Accounts

Committee inquiry into the Department of Lands and Physical Planning.

It is alleged by PNGSDP that the so called ‘�re sale’ of Cloudy Bay was in fact ‘driven’ by

its then Chairman Rex Paki (PNGSDP does not name Paki, they only mention a prominent

businessman, previous PNGi investigations revealed this to be Rex Paki), who at the time

of the sale was a direct business associate of both Roniotis and the Elomars. This fact has

prompted suspicions around the integrity of the sale.



Image: Nick Roniotis was a Director of a company owned by Rex Paki and his wife, at the time Rex Paki as Chairman

of Cloudy Bay Sustainable Forestry was said to be ‘driving’ the sale of Cloudy Bay Limited to OPPA Limited and

Lifese Engineering (PNG) Limited. 

 

That is where the story trails o� in our last instalment published in 2018 (see the full story

here).

But the scandal, it appears, is far from over.

RONIOTIS ASSUMES MANAGERIAL CONTROL OF
CLOUDY BAY

With Mamdouh and Ibrahim Elomar serving custodial sentences in Australia, Nick

Roniotis alleges Cloudy Bay Sustainable Forestry su�ered serious commercial damage.

As a result, Roniotis argues, a radical plan is now needed to resurrect the company’s

fortunes.

On 18 March 2019, Roniotis removed the Elomar brothers as directors of Cloudy Bay

Sustainable Forestry.

The removal was enacted through a special board resolution taken on the same day. It was

motioned by Nick Roniotis as the sole director of Cloudy Bay.

In support of this motion Roniotis references an ex parte Court Order granted on the 15

March 2019 which states, “First Plainti� [Nick Roniotis] shall be the sole director and

manager of Cloud Bay Sustainable Forestry Limited and shall be responsible for the

management and running of all the a�airs and operations of the Cloudy Bay Sustainable

Forestry Limited pending determination of these proceedings”.



It appears on the basis of this Court Order Roniotis may have been within his legal rights

to remove the Elomar brothers as directors. Although this is a matter that may be

contested by the Elomar family, and therefore require further judicial consideration.

In a Supreme Court judgement delivered on 15 April 2019 by Makhail J – made in response

to an appeal by a member of the Elomar family – the limits of the interim National Court

orders made on 15 and 29 March are set out (the 29 March order con�rmed the 15 March

order, and further estopped the state from cancelling the timber permit issued to Cloudy

Bay Sustainable Forestry):

However, the orders do not address the main issue of ownership of the second

respondent [Cloudy Bay Sustainable Forestry]. They are interim orders intended as a

temporary measure to allow the �rst respondent [Roniotis] to control and manage

the second respondent until the National Court decides the legitimate owner of the

second respondent. This issue, as noted earlier, is pending and it is the duty of the

National Court to take charge of the matter, whether in the MP No 41 of 2017

proceedings or the OS No 144 of 2019 proceedings, and make a decision in the

interests of justice.

Against this backdrop, things get a little more legally sticky on 19 March 2019, when

Roniotis in his capacity as the sole director of Cloudy Bay Sustainable Forestry issues

10,000 shares.

5,000 of these shares were issued to OPPA Limited, the British Virgin Islands company

which acquired 250 shares in Cloudy Bay during the 2014 purchase from PNGSDP. The

Supreme Court claims Roniotis is the sole shareholder and director of OPPA Limited. A

further 5000 shares were issued to Rothbrand Holdings Limited, a company

headquartered in Cyprus. It is unclear who the owner is of this company or in which

jurisdiction it was incorporated.

As a result, the Elomar brothers shareholdings in Cloudy Bay was reduced from 75% to

7%, a notable dilution of their stake. It also means the Elomar brothers have, in e�ect,

lost control of the company.

A relative of the brothers, Billal Elomar, is arguing that these recent moves by Roniotis are

part of an attempt to takeover Cloudy Bay Sustainable Forestry, by individuals who have

no right to the corporate vehicle, and are taking advantage of Elomar family di�culties in

Australia.

According to the Supreme Court appellant, Billal Elomar, Roniotis’ British Virgin Islands

vehicle “Oppa Limited holds [its original] 25% shares in trust for and on behalf of the �rst

appellant [Elomar brothers via Lifese Engineering]”. Billal also claims: “Oppa Limited and

the �rst respondent [Nick Roniotis] have never paid for any shares of the second

respondent [Cloudy Bay Sustainable Forestry], nor have they contributed any capital to

the purchase, operational costs and investments in the second respondent”.

Roniotis claims on the other hand that the issue of shares in Cloudy Bay Sustainable

Forestry is legal and necessary in order to recapitalise the company and pursue its sole

primary asset, the forestry permit. This is set out in the Special Board Resolution taken on

19 March 2019.

 





 

According to the April Supreme Court decision, however, the ownership of Cloudy Bay

Sustainable Forestry Limited is a matter to be decided by the  National Court.

The issue of 10,000 shares on 19 March 2019 may, therefore, be challenged on the grounds

they go beyond what was allowed by the 15 and 29 March Court Orders.

SHARE ISSUE: FAIR MARKET VALUE?

It is unclear who stands behind the new Cyprus vehicle Rothbrand Holding Limited, which

now ostensibly holds a 45% stake in Cloudy Bay Sustainable Forestry.  Nevertheless,

corporate �lings indicate that this foreign entity paid K5,000 for the 5000 shares issued to

it.

Roniotis is cited by the Supreme Court as the sole shareholder in OPPA limited, which now

has the largest shareholding in Cloudy Bay. The share issue form states OPPA Limited has

been granted 5250 shares for the purchase price of K5000. As is noted below this appears

to be in error. It is most likely that 5000 shares were issued to OPPA Limited, for the price

of either K5,000 or K5,250.





These prices stand in contrast to the share transfer in 2014 where Lifese Engineering

(PNG) paid K30,000,000 for 750 shares in Cloudy Bay Sustainable Forestry, while OPPA

Limited paid K10,000,000 for 250 shares.

Although Billal Elomar claims OPPA Limited did not pay for these 250 shares and in fact

held them on trust for Lifese Engineering (PNG) Limited.





Given the signi�cant investment made into Cloudy Bay by its previous owner PNGSDP –

said to be K300 million – and its valuable forestry permit, it may be contested whether

K10,000 is fair market value for a 91% stake in the company. However, the company’s

assets and value could have su�ered signi�cant depreciation if what is stated in the

minutes of the special board meeting on 19 March 2019 are accurate. These minutes also

indicate the new shareholders, OPPA Limited and Rothbrand Holding, will inject capital at

a later stage. However, the amount of capital to be injected is not stated, and whether this

is a legally binding undertaking is not clear from the corporate �lings.

It may also be observed that 2019 share issue form appears to suggest the 750 shares were

acquired by Lifese Engineering (PNG) in 2014 for the sum of K750, whereas the 2014 share

transfer form states the amount paid was K30 million. The 2019 share issue form also

does not separate OPPA Limited’s 250 shares which according to previous �lings were

acquired in 2014, for a stated sum of K10 million (according to these corporate �lings),

from the further 5000 shares acquired in 2019 for a likely sum of K5,000.

It is clear the 2014 sale and on-going management of Cloudy Bay Sustainable Forestry,

remains a matter in need of thorough investigation by the authorities, given the serious

allegations made against Rex Paki, the conviction in Australia of two of the purchasers,

and the subsequent struggle for control of Cloudy Bay Sustainable Forestry between

Roniotis and the Elomar family.


